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School Geography – stuff 
to be delivered or a 

resource to be used? 



Whose Geography?    
Looking back 30 years 

 Until late 1980s, a curriculum free-for-all  
 Higher Education input into secondary school Geography 

was considerable – landmark projects at GCSE and post-16 
(e.g. Bristol Project, Avery Hill, 16-19) all developed within 
universities and colleges 

  Exam Boards were all university-based (London, JMB & the 
Northern Universities, Oxford, Cambridge, etc.) - so HEI 
geographers played a strong role in school Geography  

 Divergent approaches, but largely common concepts  
  Authors of texts were usually HEI geographers 
  Support for schools (LEA Advisers) usually subject-focused.  



A shift in content 

...... from landforms 



.... to people and management 



... with casualties .... 



.... and winners: issues-based topics 
thrive 



Political landscapes and the  
emergence of top-down ‘delivery’ 

  1980s critical – a see-saw between curriculum projects designed to 
enhance the subject and teachers’ professional development, and the 
shift towards an enshrined view of the curriculum by government. 

  Central government guided both curriculum and assessment – run by 
professionals, but guided by politicians. 

  League tables and the shift to a ‘results culture’ – creating greater 
conservatism in content and assessment. 

  Ownership of Exam Boards - the shift from HEI to a mix of private 
companies, trusts, and not-for-profit organisations 

  Privatisation of the education ‘industry’: private companies, 
examiners, exam boards, and consultants dominate INSET provision.  

  Textbook authors are now mainly teachers and examiners, not HEI 
tutors.  



  Increasing diversity within and between Geography 
departments. Some are specialist departments; others are in 
the hands of a lone geographer, or even a non-geographer 

  Geography numbers at GCSE correlate; where there are few 
or no specialists, the subject struggles to recruit adequate set 
numbers at GCSE 

  The situation is recoverable – an enthused Geography 
specialist can increase numbers dramatically 

  Where structure and guidance are given, non-specialists 
make a very good job of teaching geographical topics at KS3 
– evidence from the Geographical Association’s KS3 toolkits 

Challenges facing KS3 Geography 



Thinking creatively about learning 
A HEIF-funded exemplar from the Institute of Education about 
London’s 2012 Olympics and Paralympics  

Aims focused upon the opportunities presented by 2012  

•    To create a ‘bottom-up’ project in which teachers review the  
     potential of 2012 for learning through Geography 
•    To enable teachers in east London to take part in school-based  
     curriculum development (‘curriculum making’) about 2012 
•    To develop a resource pack for KS3 Geography which would  
     be flexible, and apply to the revised KS3 curriculum 
•    To ‘skill up’ non-specialist Geography teachers in  
     understanding the application of Geography to 2012.  



 Curriculum making in practice! 
 During 2009-10, working with teachers from 7 Waltham Forest 
schools with a range of provision for Geography to: 

  identify the needs in providing for KS3, particularly in respect of 
specialist vs non-specialist subject teachers 

  review and assess the nature and quality of teaching resources about 
2012 for KS3 audiences  

  increase capability among Geography and Humanities teachers in 
designing a curriculum and resources, rather than ‘delivering top-
down’ 

  understand how 2012 can be seen critically in respect of east London’s 
changing geography and of sustainable communities 

  create a curriculum legacy of the Games within the KS3 
Geography curriculum. 

Process 



  A partnership between the Institute of Education, 
Geographical Association and Pumpkin TV 

  The creation of a DVD – ‘Aiming for Gold’ for KS3 students 
– based on the planning and ideas from Waltham Forest 
teachers  

  An interactive DVD showing video footage, melded with 
interactive curriculum materials 

  Guidance and structure for the non-specialist  

  Trialled before 60 Geography teachers at the Institute of 
Education, June 2010 

Product 



Some challenges for the future 

 How to create further opportunities for ‘curriculum making’ 
and bottom up approaches?  

 How to encourage Geography teachers to be creative, especially 
if they work with several non-specialists?  

 How to empower the ‘solo geographer’ and create a sense of 
collegiality with colleagues elsewhere? 

 How to support the non-specialist teacher by creative 
engagement rather than ‘top-down’ delivery packages? 

 How to take ownership of the subject? 


